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Abstract. Ontologies define data organization and meaning in Knowl-
edge Graphs (KGs). However, ontologies have generally not been taken
into account when designing and generating Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) to allow developers to consume KG data in a developer-
friendly way. To fill this gap, this work proposes a method for API gener-
ation based on the artefacts generated during the ontology development
process. This method is described as part of a new phase, called ontology
exploitation, that may be included in the last stages of the traditional
ontology development methodologies. Moreover, to support some of the
tasks of the proposed method, we developed OATAPI, a tool that gen-
erates APIs from two ontology artefacts: the competency questions and
the ontology serialization. The conclusions of this work reflect that the
limitations found in the state-of-the-art have been addressed both at
the methodological and tooling levels for the generation of APIs based
on ontology artefacts. Finally, the lines of future work present several
challenges that need to be addressed so that the potential of KGs and
ontologies can be more easily exploited by application developers.

Keywords: Ontology Engineering · Application Development · Appli-
cation Programming Interface · Ontology Artefacts.

1 Introduction

Over recent years, Knowledge Graphs (KGs) have been generated and adopted
by many organizations to integrate data, facilitate interoperability, and generate
new insights and recommendations. KGs are commonly structured according to
ontologies, which allow data to be unambiguously defined with a shared and
agreed meaning, as well as to infer new knowledge. However, despite their adop-
tion, KGs are still challenging to consume by application developers.

On the one hand, developers face a production-consumption challenge: there
is a gap between the ontology engineers who design an ontology and may in-
tervene in KG creation and the application developers who want to consume
its contents [7]. Ontologies may be complex, and the resources generated during
their development (use cases, requirements, etc.) are often not made available to
their users (e.g. application developers). As a result, developers usually need to
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duplicate some of the effort already done by ontology engineers when they were
understanding the domain, interacting with domain experts, taking modeling de-
cisions, etc. On the other hand, application developers face technical challenges:
many of them are not familiar with Semantic Web standards such as OWL and
SPARQL, and hence those KGs that are exclusively based on Semantic Web
technologies remain hardly accessible to them [18]. Developers (and in particu-
lar application developers) are mostly used to data representation formats like
JSON and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for accessing data.

In order to address both production-consumption and technical challenges,
multiple approaches have been proposed by the Semantic Web community, rang-
ing from Semantic RESTful APIs [15] which are compatible with Semantic Web
and REST; to tools to create Web APIs on top of SPARQL endpoints [3, 12, 1,
4]. Outside the Semantic Web community, approaches like GraphQL1 are gain-
ing traction among developers due to their flexibility to query and retrieve data
from public endpoints. However, generating APIs based on ontology artefacts
has received less attention so far. These artefacts are any intermediate or final
resources generated during the ontology development process (e.g. competency
questions, SPARQL queries, ontology serialization, etc.).

The main goal of this work is to ease KG data consumption by application
developers who are not experts in ontologies, while reusing some of those in-
termediate or final resources of the ontology development process. Therefore,
we focus on the following research questions: RQ1: Is it possible to generate
APIs based on the artefacts created by ontology engineers during the ontology
development process? , RQ2: Is it possible to automatically generate APIs that
are indistinguishable from APIs developed by application developers in real use
cases? To answer our RQs, we propose a novel method for API generation
based on ontology artefacts, which proposes a set of activities to define,
specify, implement, validate, and deploy APIs. In addition, we develop a proof-
of-concept tool for supporting API generation, which allows building a
set of APIs and SPARQL queries based on two ontology artefacts: competency
questions and ontology serialization.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin by describing
the related work (Sect. 2). Then, we present the proposed method in Sect. 3 and
how to support its execution in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we present the results of our
evaluation. Finally, we discuss future work and conclusions in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

We consider in the related work the most relevant and well-known methodologies
for ontology development with a special focus on the stages and activities they
propose, and the ontology artefacts they produce. Several approaches have been
proposed for developing ontologies (relevant surveys are reported in [2, 10, 11]).
There are heavyweight methodologies that require time and resource-consuming
activities (e.g. METHONTOLOGY [6], On-To-Knowledge [16], or NeOn [17]),

1 https://spec.graphql.org/June2018
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and lightweight methodologies based on agile techniques that allow building on-
tologies that are always ready to be used (e.g. SAMOD [13] or LOT [14]). These
methodologies propose, at a lower or higher level of detail, similar core phases
to develop ontologies. At the beginning of the development, the methodologies
propose identifying the requirements, expressed as competency questions (CQs),
that the ontology must meet. Next, they propose generating a model or interme-
diate representation of the ontology containing the terms and the relationships
between them. Then, they propose formalizing the model (using an ontology
implementation language such as OWL) and, finally, testing whether the for-
mal representation of the ontology answers the CQs. Also, best practices for
ontology publishing2 suggest publishing the formal model along with its human-
readable documentation. At the end, some methodologies identify a maintenance
stage to allow fixing bugs and updating the ontology. In addition, several ontol-
ogy artefacts are generated during the development process suggested by these
methodologies. For example, the competency questions (CQs) specify ontology
requirements, the ontology serialization formalizes the ontology, the glossary of
terms extracts key terms and definitions from documents or data, etc. Ontol-
ogy development methodologies have evolved to develop these artifacts through
documented phases, activities, tasks, guidelines, and techniques for ontology de-
velopment. However, there is a lack of detail on how to use an ontology after it
has been generated (except for usage examples in its documentation).

Moreover, as part of the related work, we conducted a study, reported in [5],
in which we analyzed existing approaches, techniques, and tools for the genera-
tion of APIs from ontologies. Our findings revealed that most of the tools and
technologies do not consider ontologies or ontology artefacts for building APIs. In
fact, most of the approaches we analyzed generate APIs from SPARQL queries.
Only OBA [8] and OWL2OAS3 allow generating an OAS4 document from the
OWL ontology. Moreover, OBA automatically generates SPARQL query tem-
plates needed to execute CRUD operations, and it also provides the server-side
functionality for the API. Furthermore, we found that in all the tools and tech-
nologies analyzed the effort was focused on the technological support to auto-
matically generate APIs rather than on a methodology to design them. Thus, we
can state that there is not a methodological approach to build APIs taking as
input the ontology artefacts produced during the ontology development process.

3 Method for API Generation based on Ontology
Artefacts

Existing ontology development methodologies (e.g. LOT, NeOn, among others
mentioned in Sect. 2) usually involve phases such as requirements specification,
ontology implementation, ontology publication, and maintenance. However, none
of these methodologies pays much attention to how the ontology will be con-
sumed after it has been generated. To fill this gap, we propose a new ontology
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-vocab-pub
3 https://github.com/RealEstateCore/OWL2OAS
4 OpenAPI Specification (OAS) https://swagger.io/specification
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exploitation phase encompassing any task where the ontology must be used;
therefore, it may include tasks such as RDB2RDF mapping definition, RDF
data generation, data consumption mechanisms provision, among others.

In this work, we focus on providing data consumption mechanisms through
APIs, as none of the well-established methodologies provide details on how to
generate APIs for KG data consumption. Thus, the ontology exploitation phase
describes the API generation process. Figure 1 illustrates this phase as an ex-
tension of the LOT methodology.5 However, this phase can be adopted by any
methodology as it makes use of artefacts that are commonly generated in all
these methodologies and it should be considered at the end of the development
process. As shown in Figure 1, the actors involved in the ontology exploitation
phase are ontology developers (aka ontology engineers) and application devel-
opers. In addition, the inputs of the phase are the ontology artefacts produced
during the previous phases of the ontology development process, and the output
is an API.
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Fig. 1. Ontology exploitation phase as an extension of the LOT methodology. New
elements are illustrated in magenta.

To define an API, our method proposes a set of activities to build APIs from
ontology artefacts. This method is inspired by the workflow for designing and
building Web APIs presented in [9]. Figure 2 summarizes the five activities of our
method. Below we describe each activity and to illustrate its execution we present
some examples using two artefacts of an ontology for the representation of the
local businesses of a municipality developed in the context of the Open Cities
(https://ciudades-abiertas.es) project. The artefacts from the Local Business
Census ontology are: its ontology serialization6 and its CQs.7

1) API design: This activity focuses on deciding how the API will behave
and defining the resources along with the operations that the API will provide.
5 For readability, we call the LOT’s activities phases. We describe the methodology as

a set of phases involving activities, these activities involve several tasks, and so on.
6 http://vocab.ciudadesabiertas.es/def/comercio/tejido-comercial
7 https://github.com/CiudadesAbiertas/vocab-comercio-censo-locales/tree/master/

requirements
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To this end, we propose a set of tasks to guide ontology engineers and applica-
tion developers in making these decisions and defining resources and operations
taking ontology artefacts as the main input. Figure 3 shows the tasks of this
activity and their inputs and outputs. Each task is described below.
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Fig. 2. Activities of the method for API generation based on ontology artefacts. This
figure follows the convention defined by the LOT methodology.
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Fig. 3. Tasks and subtasks involved in the API design activity
1.1) API paradigm selection: This task aims to choose what style the API
will follow. The selected paradigm may be a request-response one such as those
oriented to a resource-style, hypermedia-style, query-style, among others. The
selection on which paradigm to use depends on the decision of ontology engineers
and application developers, after an analysis of the existing paradigms and how
they fit in the requirements that need to be addressed by the ontology, maintain-
ability, a specific application behaviour, etc. In the Semantic Web community
the most common paradigms adopted are REST (resource-style) and GraphQL
(query-style), as we have detected in our study reported in [5]. Thus, this method
describes how to carry out the activities and tasks according to both paradigms.
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Example

In this first task, let us assume we select the resource-oriented REST
paradigm to generate the API of the Local Business Census ontology.

1.2) Competency questions analysis: This task focuses on analyzing the
CQs to find the terms required for the API design. To this end, the following
three substasks should be executed:

– Operations detection. This subtask aims to identify which operations
will be implemented in the API according to the intent of the CQs. To
detect operations, the ontology engineer must analyze specific terms that re-
quest something in the CQs. Table 1 shows some examples of common terms
and their correspondence with the operations of the REST and GraphQL
paradigms. In general, CQs consider read-only operations rather than data
change requests. However, if a CQ intends to perform data changes the op-
eration detection should also consider terms related to write operations.

Table 1. Common competency questions terms denoting operations in APIs.

Term
Paradigm REST GraphQL

get, list, which, what, who, where, when, obtain, give GET query
add, insert POST mutation
update, change PUT mutation
delete, remove DELETE mutation

In the case of CQs intended to solve boolean or counting questions a different
strategy is required. Table 2 shows examples of common terms defining these
CQs and their correspondence with the operations of each API paradigm. In
general, to solve these queries, CQs can be related to a read operation whose
resulting data must be processed to deliver the expected answers. Thus, to
solve counting questions, API consumers may count the resulting data on
the client-side to get the number of elements. As for boolean questions, API
consumers may analyze the resulting data to determine whether the query
response is true (more than zero results), or false (zero results).

Table 2. Example of operations detection for counting and boolean queries

Term Query type REST GraphQL
how many counting GET query
is, was, were boolean GET query

Example

For the CQs analysis, we choose one question from the set of CQs of
the Local Business Census ontology. Then, we analyze each term of the
CQ and detect a coincidence with one of the terms presented in Table
1. The following image shows the CQ, the term denoting an operation
(Give), and the detected operation (GET):
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– Ontology elements identification. This subtask aims to distinguish which
ontology elements are required by the API. To do so, it uses the ontology
serialization as input to verify whether the labels of the ontology elements
match the terms identified in the CQs. This verification is essential to de-
tect how these elements are related and, depending on the operation, the
structure of the expected API input/output. An alternative way to identify
the ontology elements may be to analyze the fragment identifier of their
URIs. This alternative can be applied when URIs are defined with short and
compact names in natural language. However, this alternative may not be
applicable when URIs follow an opaque strategy (which obfuscates the name
of the ontology elements) because it hinders the elements identification.
Moreover, in those cases where the terms identified do not match ontology
elements it would be necessary to check for their synonyms. To do this, the
ontology engineer may reuse the glossary of terms generated at the begin-
ning of the ontology development. Thus, some terms found in the CQ can
be compared with those in the glossary to find the corresponding ontology
elements. Another option for identifying terms would be to use existing open
glossaries (domain dependent or independent).
Finally, when the selected API paradigm is REST it will be necessary to use
the elements identified in this substask to define the API paths required for
each CQ. To this end, we designed a set of rules for naming REST APIs based
on ontology artefacts. These rules are described in our GitHub repository.8

Example

To identify the ontology elements, we analyze the CQ and the ontology
serialization. In the figure below, we illustrate the ontology serialization
as an excerpt of the diagram of the Local Businesses Census ontology.

8 https://github.com/oeg-upm/oatapi/blob/main/Additional%20Resources
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As shown in this figure, some terms from the CQ match the labels of
the ontology serialization, and, as a result, we identified the Terrace
and LocalBusiness classes and the belongsToLocal object property.
Furthermore, as we are defining a REST API we generate the API
path required for the CQ. Taking the resulting ontology elements, we
applied the rules for naming REST APIs and we built the following
path: /local-businesses/{local-business-id}/terraces.

– Query generation. This subtask aims to define the query to manage the
data and the functionality required by the CQ. To this end, the SPARQL
queries generated for the ontology validation may be reused, if available. This
validation is common in ontology development methodologies as it allows
ontology engineers to verify whether the ontology meets the requirements
against a proof-of-concept dataset. But if queries had not been defined or are
not available they must be generated. Thus, for query generation, two steps
should be performed. First, take the operation, detected in the first subtask,
and determine what SPARQL operation should be included in the query.
Second, match the ontology elements, detected in the second subtask, with
the query structure and format the query accordingly. The query structure
should be defined according to the CQ intention and its expected answer.

Example

We manually build the SPARQL query to fetch the data, as follows:
1 PREFIX escom :<http :// vocab . c i udade sab i e r t a s . es / de f / comercio /

t e j i do −comerc ia l#>
2 CONSTRUCT { ? t e r r a c e ? p r ed i c a t e ? ob j e c t }
3 WHERE { {
4 SELECT DISTINCT ? t e r r a c e
5 WHERE {? t e r r a c e escom : perteneceALocal ? l o ca l −bus iness−id }}
6 ? t e r r a c e ? p r ed i c a t e ? ob j e c t }

Note that the ?local-business-id variable will be replaced by the
value specified in the request as it corresponds to the {local-business
-id} template defined in the API path. Also, as the operation is GET,
the SPARQL operation corresponds to SELECT. This query includes a
CONSTRUCT statement, since the result of the request will be composed
of all the values of the properties of each instance found.

1.3) Authentication and authorization mechanisms selection: This task
aims to define which security mechanisms the API must handle. Depending on
operations and data that the API will manage, it may be necessary to provide a
security level to control who is allowed and what functions they may execute. For
example, it may be necessary to restrict personal data access, or write operations
may be allowed only to certain users. The security methods to be provided may
be basic (e.g. HTTP requests including username and password) or more reliable
(e.g. OAUth 2.0 protocol which is based on the provision of a token access).

Example

Finally, since this API does not involve confidential data and the CQs
correspond to read operations, we decided not to use a security mechanism.
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2) API specification: This activity intends to describe the decisions made in
the API design. To do so, a common practice is to use an Interface Description
Language (IDL) that allows documenting various aspects of the API according to
a syntax provided in a machine-readable format (e.g. OAS). Using an IDL allows
to quickly generate API documentation because its syntax can be translated, for
example, into an HTML document that may include interactions showing how
the API works. However, other specifications9 can be used as long as they pro-
vide details about exposed resources, allowed methods, result formats, expected
inputs/outputs, among others. It is important to provide a good specification to
help application developers learn and understand how the API works.

Example

Assume that we write the API details according to the specification tem-
plate we designed. The following table presents an extract of this template
filled in with the details of the API path in terms of the allowed operation,
its input, and the expected result. The full specification of this example
is available in our repository along with our API Specification template.

API path Operation Input Output

/local-businesses/
{local-business-id}/
terraces

GET local-business-id
an array of terrace instances (each instance will contain
its attribute values of area, table number, opening hours,
number of authorized chairs, among others.) 

3) API implementation: This activity refers to building the API functionality
according to its design and specification. Thus, it is necessary to build the server-
side logic to handle each request and deliver the response from the SPARQL
endpoint. Also, if a security mechanism is required, the API behavior must
be configured based on the user executing the request. Figure 4 illustrates the
interactions that can occur between the client and the endpoint. In this figure, the
API acts as a middle layer that allows clients to make requests. These requests
are processed by the server to query the endpoint, which returns the data. Last,
the server delivers the data to the client in the appropriate format via the API.

API Server SPARQL  
Endpoint 

Client

Fig. 4. Interactions between a client and SPARQL endpoint

Example

Suppose we develop the server-side functionality to handle the API calls
and provide the expected responses. This functionality includes executing
SPARQL queries according to each API call, serializing the results to deliver
the response in a developer-friendly format (e.g. JSON), and configuring
the messages to retrieve when executing the requests.

9 An API specification template we have developed is available in
https://github.com/oeg-upm/oatapi/tree/main/Additional%20Resources
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4) API validation: This activity is carried out jointly by the ontology engineer
and application developer, and it is concerned with testing whether the API calls
perform the requested behaviour, which is determined by the answers of the CQs.
If this validation fails it will be necessary to go back to the previous activities
to review and refine the design, specification or implementation of the API.

Example

Suppose the server we implemented in the previous activity is up, and we
develop a test script that acts as a client to make API calls against this
server. The following figure illustrates the API validation through the inter-
actions to be performed between the client, server and SPARQL endpoint.

Client Server SPARQL 
endpoint

GET /local-businesses/1003602/terraces

 {  ”area" : ”15" 
    ”numberOfTables" : ”6" 
    ”numberOfChairs" : ”18" 
     ... }

 escom:area ”15"^^xsd:float ; 
 escom: numberOfTables ”6"^^xsd:integer ; 
 escom: numberOfChairs”18"^^xsd:integer ; 
 ...

execute SPARQL query

First, the client executes the GET call requesting data from the local
business 10003602. Then, the server receives this call and executes the
SPARQL query that was defined earlier in our example. Next, the SPARQL
endpoint returns the attributes and values of the terraces belonging to this
local business (for simplicity, few attributes and values are shown in Turtle).
Lastly, the server fetches data from the endpoint, formats that data into the
requested serialization (JSON), and delivers it to the client. This validation
is successful as the response contains the expected data described in the
output column of our API specification example.

5) API deployment: This last activity refers to making the API available
online. Moreover, in this activity it is important to provide access to the API
documentation to help developers learn and understand how the API works.
Thus, the API specification, represented in a human-readable format, should
also be made available. Finally, it is advisable to make the API findable on the
Web to ease its promotion and discovery. To this end, ontology engineers may
publish the API in registries (e.g., Programmable Web10).

Example

Finally, suppose we put the server on-line, make the API specification avail-
able on the Web, and register the API in the Programmable Web registry.

4 Supporting the API Generation Process
To automate some activities and tasks of our method, we developed OATAPI
(Ontology Artefacts to API). This proof-of-concept tool11 takes as input a set of
CQs and the ontology serialization. Then, it parses both artefacts and delivers
a set of REST API paths and SPARQL queries that allow getting data to solve
10 https://www.programmableweb.com
11 OATAPI is publicly available in https://github.com/oeg-upm/oatapi
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the CQs. We decided to build REST APIs since REST allows us to directly use
SPARQL queries to access data that is hosted on traditional SPARQL endpoints.
Thus, OATAPI performs by default the paradigm selection from the API design
activity. This tool also automates the CQ analysis task from the API design,
which is formalized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 : Pseudocode for the competency questions analysis
Input: Competency questions (CQs) and ontology serialization (onto)
Output: API paths (APIpaths) and SPARQL queries (queries)
1: loadCompetencyQuestions(CQs);
2: loadOntology(onto);
3: for all cq in CQs do
4: CQ←− cqBreakdown(cq);
5: operation←− operationIdentification(CQ);
6: ontologyElements←− ontologyElementsIdentification(onto);
7: APIpaths, nodesFound←− APIpathGeneration(ontologyElements);
8: queries←− queryGeneration(operation, nodesFound);
9: end for

10: return APIpaths, queries;

This algorithm begins by loading the CQs and ontology serialization into
OATAPI. Then, it executes the following steps:
1. Competency questions breakdown. It consists of splitting each CQ into

pieces to be able to analyze its terms, and tagging each piece according to its
respective part-of-speech and dependency tree labels. Each piece considers
only the base form of the terms to perform the analysis.

2. Operations identification. It detects which pieces from step 1 match terms
denoting operations. To that end, the algorithm compares each piece with
the terms presented in Table 1.

3. Ontology elements identification. It identifies the elements in two steps:
(a) Load the ontology elements into a directed multigraph. Classes are con-

sidered as nodes and object properties as edges. Thus, OATAPI requires
that object properties contain domain and range restrictions such that
edges contain information about the node they come from and go to.

(b) Take each CQ’s piece and check if it matches the label of the ontology
elements. If the ontology does not contain labels, the algorithm checks
the fragment URI identifier of the ontology elements (only in case the
fragment is defined with names in natural language).

4. API path generation. It builds the paths by executing the following stages:
(a) Search for coincidences between the ontology elements identified in step

3 and the nodes from the multigraph.
(b) Obtain the shortest path between the nodes found in step 4(a).
(c) Take the nodes of the shortest path and generate the API path. To build

the path, the algorithm considers the order of the nodes and follows the
rules for naming REST APIs based on ontology artefacts we designed.

5. Query generation. It builds SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries using the
nodes obtained in step 4(b) and the operations identified in step 2.
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It is worth mentioning that the stages described in step 4 present a common
case when there are matches between ontology elements and nodes. However,
there are cases where only one node is detected, where an edge matches an object
property, or both. Moreover, step 5 was also described for a common case when
a shortest path is found; but, the query structure will change when other cases
occur (e.g. when only one or two nodes are found). These cases are supported
by OATAPI, but have omitted from the manuscript due to space constraints.

5 Evaluation
We evaluated12 our work with two experiments. The first one describes a survey
asking users about the paths generated by our approach, while the second one
compares our paths against a baseline built by hand.

5.1 Experiment 1

Experiment Settings. For this evaluation, we generated a corpus containing:
1) a set of CQs and its ontologies (from different domains), and 2) pre-existing
API paths generated by developers in real use cases for these CQs and ontologies.
In total, we gathered 3 ontologies, 9 CQs, and 9 API paths. Next, taking the CQs
and ontologies from our corpus as input, we ran OATAPI to automatically build
their API paths, and also included these resulting paths in our corpus. Then,
to evaluate the API paths gathered in our corpus, we created a questionnaire
that we used to ask participants about: a) their background, b) their skills on
running basic GET operations in REST API calls, and c) for each CQ, whether
the API paths presented to them had been produced manually or automatically.
For each CQ, the questionnaire first presented to the participants the API path
manually generated by developers (denoted by "1st"), and then it presents the
API path automatically generated by OATAPI (denoted by "2nd"). Participants
did not know which paths had been generated by OATAPI.

Results. Regarding the background of the 20 participants, most of them were
used to web services and REST APIs, had developed 1-5 web APIs, and were
familiar with Semantic Web technologies. As for general questions about REST
APIs, most of them knew the correct answer of executing different API calls.
As for the last part of the questionnaire, Table 3 summarizes the evaluation
results of the API paths shown to the participants. Each row corresponds to the
answers of evaluating a CQ and its API paths, and each column header contains
the answer options available in the questionnaire.

As shown in the table, participants mostly selected the first and the last op-
tion, first and fifth columns respectively. Participants believed that the "1st" API
path was built automatically and the "2nd" was generated manually. However,
this contradicts real data, as the "1st" are the API paths built by developers and
not automatically. As for the last option, participants were not able to determine

12 The resources, results, and further details of our experiments are available in our
repository: https://github.com/oeg-upm/oatapi/tree/main/Evaluation
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how the API paths were constructed (indistinguishable). These results indicate
that API paths automatically generated with OATAPI are indistinguishable from
manually built ones for users.

Table 3. Results of the survey: manually vs automatically built API paths

1st automatically
- 2nd manually

2nd automatically
- 1st manually

Both man-
ually

Both auto-
matically

Indistin-
guishable

50% 10% 5% 10% 25%
25% 15% 15% 10% 35%
35% 15% 15% 5% 30%
45% 15% 5% 10% 25%
40% 20% 5% 5% 30%
35% 10% 5% 10% 40%
30% 25% 5% 5% 35%
30% 15% 15% 5% 35%
30% 20% 10% 5% 35%

5.2 Experiment 2

Experiment Settings. For this evaluation, we generated a corpus which con-
tains: 1) a set of CQs and its ontologies (from different domains), 2) API paths
manually built, following the steps of our method, for these CQs and ontologies,
and 3) API paths built by OATAPI taking these CQs and ontologies as input.
In total our final corpus contains 8 ontologies, 50 valid CQs, and 50 API paths.
By valid CQs we mean those questions that are not ambiguous, contain terms
defined in the ontology, and are not complex. Then, for each CQ we compare
the API path manually built and the API path built by OATAPI.

Results. Table 4 summarizes the results of the similarity comparison between
the API paths from our corpus. The first column contains the prefixes of the
ontologies from our corpus. The values shown in the True Positives column
represent the sum of the result of each metric value obtained after executing
each comparison. These values are round numbers since we obtained 1 or 0 after
evaluating each couple of paths. We evaluated API paths as one token (i.e., if
there is a full syntactical match between the paths evaluated).

Table 4. Results of similarity between manually and automatically built API paths.

Ontology True Positives API paths evaluated
VGO 15 22
ESCOM 8 8
SWO 0 3
SAREF4ENVI 1 2
NOISE 3 3
PPROC 5 5
ESAIR 3 3
ESBICI 3 4
TOTAL 38 50

These results show that 38 of the 50 API paths evaluated are similar; (76%
accuracy on the API paths). These results indicate that OATAPI is able to gen-
erate API paths similar to those built manually by following the steps proposed
in our method.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we proposed a method designed to extend ontology engineering
practices for building APIs. The method provides details on the activities and
tasks required to build APIs making use of ontology artefacts, including examples
on how to carry them out. From our method, we can conclude that it is possible
to generate APIs based on the artefacts created by ontology engineers during the
ontology development process (answer to RQ1). We also conclude that making
ontology artefacts publicly available is important because these artefacts can
be analyzed and reused not only for API generation, but to investigate new
solutions for ontology documentation, formalization, testing, or exploitation.

In addition, we developed OATAPI to automate some of the API design tasks
of our method. From the evaluation results, we can conclude that it is possible to
automatically build API paths that are indistinguishable from those manually
generated by application developers (answer to RQ2). We can also conclude that
it is possible to automatically generate similar API paths than those manually
built following our proposed method. OATAPI allows building API paths that
are identical to those generated manually, as evidenced by the high percentage
of matches obtained in our second experiment. However, automatic API path
generation will depend largely on the conciseness and clarity of the competency
questions, and the completeness of the restrictions defined in the ontology.

Although OATAPI allows generating the API paths and SPARQL queries
for the CQs, there is still work to be done to improve its functionality. Pos-
sible directions include 1) using inference for ontology elements identification
to detect those that are not directly defined but are inherited from the parent
classes/properties; and 2) enabling synonym detection to ease the ontology ele-
ments detection by reusing, for example, the glossary of terms. We aim to move
OATAPI from a prototype to a production tool that can be used in real-world
scenarios and, as a result, to get wide user feedback, especially from applica-
tion developers. This feedback will allow us to refine both the method and the
tool to continue working on providing resources to facilitate the development of
applications that consume KG data.
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